Saksham Newsletter-2019
This newsletter has to begin on a sad note because Shri Ramesh Shamdasani, one of
our long time patrons, left us quite suddenly in November, 2018 . It is with deep sorrow,
but with abiding gratitude that we recall his association with the Saksham family.

At a time, when we had no funds to speak of and were literally flailing our arms all
around , looking for financial help, we had knocked on doors of the Shamdasani
Foundation . Shri Ramesh was one of the sons of the Founder of this Trust, Late Shri
Ramchandra Hassamal Shamdasani . They had long been involved in humanitarian
activities and had been supporting many, many ventures all across the world.
http://www.saibaba-fund.org
The initial response was a tentative Rs. 1000/ -, which was fair enough , perhaps, as Shri
Ramesh was based in the U.K and his brother, Shri Haresh Shamdasani in Hong Kong
and all they had, was our word about our genuineness of purpose.
But then, Shri Ramesh made a visit to our school, as part of his itinerary on a trip to
India, which included Delhi as one of the stopovers and he was impressed by what we

were trying to do. A cheque of Rs.10000/ - immediately followed with a promise for a
more substantial support if we could demonstrate that we would work towards
making the project a partially self-sustaining one, instead of being dependent wholly on
donations. This had been their funding policy.

His suggestion was considered by the Trustees , also taking the parents into confidence.
But then we refrained from a decision to impose fees, which was the only way , given
the limitations, that we could have raised any money from the community we were
committed to help. We informed Shri Ramesh about our reluctance to impose anything
on the parents who were already struggling to eke out a living and of our stand that it
was for us who had better means, to share some of it. We were disinclined to see it as
charity and we courteously shared our concerns with him.
Something of our sincerity must have got across to him during his visit to the school .
We had since then, been receiving an amount of one lakh annually in the first few years
and a sum of Rs. 1.5 lakhs subsequently. We had always shared with our patrons, these
annual newsletters that summed up the activities and progress of the children
attending the morning and evening informal classes , as also every little detail of all the
money received from donors and how it was spent. It was always a great morale
booster when he would respond to those communications , telling us that ours were
amongst the very few projects amongst the very large number that they supported, that
was so very transparent in everything and so elaborate in informing the donors about
all the aspects of the same.

He had visited the school once or twice on other occasions also and was fully convinced
of the motivation behind the work and its effectiveness.
The Saksham family will dearly miss him.
http://www.saibaba-fund.org/ramesh.htm25
Apart from the regular donation for Saksham’s education project, Shri Ramesh
Shamdasani had also routed to us a sum of Rs. 3 lacs , in the last quarter of 2018,
towards the flood relief activities in Kerala. This was not an area that they usually made
part of their funding activities and it was only the complete faith that he had in the ways
that we utilised the money that we received , that made him entrust this work with us.
The amount has been fully utilised in relief provided to several tribal families in the
tribal colonies of Wynad district in Kerala, that had been hit by the floods last year.
Household materials of daily use, clothes, wooden cots and mattresses were arranged
for and distributed. We had taken the help of Shri Vasu Mudoor, who is a teacher in the
State Government run school for tribal children in Noolpuzha, Wynad and two other
teachers Ms. Jayashree and Sumesh, to get in touch with the tribal colonies and for
distribution of the relief material . These are some of the pictures of those colonies that
were visited on three different occasions.

It is a matter of great regret that we could not complete this work before he passed
away. It was a great consolation to us , however, that Shri Haresh, brother of Shri
Ramesh Shamdasani, was as convinced about our honesty of purpose and we could
update him about this after completing the assignment. Shri Haresh Shamdasani was
also kind enough to grant a sum of Rs.1.5 lakh as the contribution towards the school,
for the present financial year.
We shall always keep Shri Ramesh Shamdasani in our prayers.

About what has been happening in the school in the preceding months:
In September, 2018, fifty of the children took part in an event that involved sports,
drawing competition and dance with the involvement of a volunteer, Ashutosh. Our
children won the second and third prizes in this programme.
Three of our students who participated in the Drawing Competition organised by the
NGO, Saksham Bharati, won all the three prizes in their respective age group. The event
was held in February this year and the venue was the Saraswati Balika Vidyalaya in
Noida.

The Concentrix team (M/s Concentrix Daksh Services India Pvt Ltd, NOIDA) has been
giving great support since 2016 to the informal school project of the Saksham Trust, in
Nithari, Sector-31, Noida , both in terms of financial aid as well as through many
activities involving the children, throughout the year as part of its CSR activity.
This year their grant towards the salaries of the teachers and other expenses of the
school was Rs.4.41 lakhs.
A big thank you to the Managers and leaders of the Concentrix team.

Here are some pictures taken during their visits to the school and of events held in their
office premises on various occasions during the year.

The students of Saksham also took part in the Quiz programme conducted by UDAAN, in
collaboration with the OM Foundation. The venue was in the school run by the OM
Foundation.
There were six rounds , with 7 schools, with three participants in each team.

The questions included brain teasers, and those which assessed speed, concentration,
listening skills, etc.
The Saksham team won the third prize. The kids who participated were Babita, Ashoo
and Sanjay

On invite from the Leela Ambience Convention Hotel ,New Delhi, students from
Saksham make rangolis on the occasion of Diwali, 2018.

A similar gesture had been extended by them on the occasion of a previous
Christmas celebration.

REVA festival, an annual cultural event organised for providing an opportunity to
underprivileged children to showcase their talents, was held on 14th to 16th
September, at the NIT campus, New Delhi. This year it was held exclusively for the girl
children

The girls of Saksham, studying in classes 6th to the 8th, were invited to participate in
this event . It was a wholesome experience for them . Such opportunities help to boost
their confidence level and self esteem and provides a stage to express and test their
talents.

Students of the Psychology Department of Amity University have been coming regularly
to Saksham to hold counselling sessions with the children in different age groups on
various aspects.

The Pandies Theatre group has a long association with the school and have helped the
students conceptualise and script plays on their own and stage them.
In the past , the children have performed at the India Habitat Centre , the Constitution
Club and the American Centre, Delhi. Thanks to Sanjay Kumar, the Founder and the
continuing motivating spirit of this group, the group have resumed their workshop in
the school.

Blankets, to beat the cold of Winter were distributed with a lot of warmth by one of the
Trustees, Manisha Seth.

Ms. Shruti Bhardwaj distributed 100 cardigans to the group of smaller children of the
morning shift.

The SETU Foundation held their annual interschool drawing competition in the Mayur
School in Sector-126, Noida, in which ten senior children participated. Pooja won the
third prize.

The cultural programme on the occasion of Basant Panchami , is an annual event that is
being organised by the Society for Sports and Cultural Advancement, Noida, which has
been actively working for nurturing talents amongst the underprivileged children in
Noida. The students of Saksham have been regularly participating in this event and this
year, they won the second prize in the folk dance competition. The children had
choreographed the dance themselves and practised on their own.

Many volunteers have visited the school and interacted with the children in different
ways.
Aarav and Arnav are twins , who are based in Singapore. For the last two Summers ,
when they come to India on their vacations, they have been volunteering in Saksham.
This time they planned a trip for a groupf of 5- children to the Planetarium situated in
the premises of the Teen Murti Bhawan. They also arranged for refreshments. Their
too, accompanied them .

Salil Mishra , a student of Amity University held a craft session with the kids.
Mr. Aditya and his wife Seema celebrated the birthday of their daughter with the
children in the school, arranging for a trampoline etc for the amusement of the children.
Mrs. Rajeswary Thiagarajan, a long time well wisher of Saksham, also arranged for the
participation of 40 children in an interschool drawing competition in Sector 22, Noida.
She had also accompanied the teachers and students of the Rotary Interact Club of Sarla
Chopra, DAV school , Noida when they visited the school with books , stationery and

gifts for the children on different occasions.

The Interact Club of the DAV school had also celebrated Diwali with the small children.

A one-day fitness camp in the Shankara Special School, Noida for a group of senior
children , was also facilitated by Mrs. Rajeswary..

The girl students also took part in the Womens’Day celebrations organised by the
Mamta NGO , in the Government Inter college, Noida On the 8th of March, this year. A
visit to the Science Museum and a lecture on haemophilia in the Government Hospital
were other events organised by them. They also conducted classes in self defence and
for teaching how to make sanitary napkins.
An event was organised in HCL on the occasion of Christmas which 20 children
attended. Ms. Kamal of HCL, who was in charge of the CSR activities involving Saksham,
also arranged for a visit of a group of 60 students and 4 teachers to the Bangla Saheb
Gurudwara in Delhi in February, 2019.

On 10.3.19, a visit to the Amusement Venue, “Kidzania” was also arranged for sixty
children along with the accompanying teachers.

On 27.4.19, some children of Saksham attended the Annual Micro Drama festival held in
Kamani Auditorium and presented a play. This opportunity has been provided over the
past couple of years at the behest of the Founder of Vriksh Theatre, Shri Ajit Maniyan,
who has been organising this Micro drama event.

Independence Day and Republic Day were celebrated in the school with song, dance ,
poems and skits. The festivals of Diwali, Christmas and Holi were also celebrated with a
lot of good cheer.

.

We are happy to share with you all, that one of the former students of Saksham, Pinky,
who had qualified in the entrance exam for admission to the Navodaya Vidyalaya after
being coached for the same in Saksham, has completed her Senior Secondary (CBSE
Board) this year , securing 91.1% . She will now pursue her graduation course in the
Delhi University.
Babita, another former student who had also similarly joined Navodaya Vidhyalaya , has
also completed her Senior Secondary and will also study further for her graduation.
Pinky is the girl wearing the green T shirt and standing next to her, carrying the baby, is
Babita. Standing to the left of Babita is Rachana, also a former student of Saksham, who
is now into her second year of graduation. This picture was taken in the dorm of
Navodaya.

Tailoring classes and art and craft classes was continued throughout the year.
We gratefully acknowledge donation of cloth fabrics of various colors and sizes from Sri
Gobind Sharma of Sector 26, NOIDA, which were then made in beautiful dresses for
children of the School.
.

We extend our thanks to all our donors, without whose encouragement we would not
have been able to take this forward.
Shri Krishnan Venugopal has continued with his support and had donated Rs. 1 lakh
during the period 1.4.18 to 31.3.2019.
Recently, he has contributed a further amount of Rs. 1 lakh for the current financial
year. We are very grateful to him for his faith in our work.
We are also thankful to M/S Aquatech Solutions Pvt.Ltd. of Pune for their contribution
of Rs. One Lakh to Saksham.
We are grateful to the Sai Anna Laxmi Foundation (SALF) for arranging for the mid-day
meals that was continuing regularly till it was discontinued recently due to resource
crunch faced by them. The scheme can be continued only if Saksham is in a position to
bear half the expenses. Shri Ranganathan, Founder of SALF , had informed us that an

amount of approximately Rs.9 lakh had been incurred towards this during the last
financial year.
As the funds available with Saksham goes towards the recurring expenses of rent of
premises, salaries of teachers and other main heads that are required to be met for
running the school, we are not equipped to set aside a considerable amount towards our
share of mid-day meals as proposed. We will need generous donors to pitch in towards
this. The mid-day meals is an attractive incentive for the children coming from very
poor families and does ensure their attendance in the school.
Meanwhile, we have recommenced giving Sattu drink, as was the practice earlier. We
need extra money to make even this a regular feature. So we appeal once more to all our
well-wishers to spread the word and help in whichever other way you can to raise some
funds urgently.
Thanks also to Shri Madan Jha , who has been auditing our accounts from the very
beginning and has been helping us in other related matters.
Heartfelt thanks from the Saksham Trustees, teachers and students to all the volunteers,
patrons and well-wishers who were involved in the various ways as detailed above.
We hope we will continue to receive your support.
With best wishes from everyone in the Saksham team.

